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About This Game

Apperception is a survival horror virtual reality experience in which you must hide from the grotesque monsters that wonder the
halls of The Tower. Make your way through the cursed regions to find your freedom. Use the environment to distract them in

order to find passage all the while lighting your way with makeshift torches.

Complete unfinished rituals, solve puzzles and avoid the damned that lurk in the darkness.
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It's a horror stealth game. No fighting. You evade the monsters and try to find collectable harps while seeking to escape the
tower.
Teleport only. There are checkpoints every floor, but no save points so you have to finish in one sitting. Which is fine bc it took
me less than an hour to finish.
It's not early access and dev is not responsive in discussion board so don't expect any changes.
On the plus side, it runs fine and is inexpensive.
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